
Day – 8 Interacting with keyboard to move the game characters
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 Most of the programs and devices respond to the events – things that happen. For example, when we click on a 
button an action is performed

 To handle the events it is better to work with Screen instead of Turtle.

 Screen(): Returns the singleton Screen/Window Object. If none exists, creates new and returns it.

 listen(): Sets focus on TurtleScreen in order to collect key-events

 onkey(fun,key): Binds fun to key-release event of key.

− Arguments:

 fun – a function with no arguments
 key – key symbol. We can refer the keys on the keyboard by their character codes or by their symbolic names like Cancel, 

BackSpace, Tab, Return (The Enter key), Shift_L and Shift_R (Shift keys), Control_L/R (Control keys), Alt_L/R(Alt keys), Pause, 
Caps_Lock, Escape, Prior(Page up), Next(Page down), End, Home, Left, Up, Down, Right, Left, Print, Insert, Delete, 
Num_Lock, Scroll_Lock and F1-F12(Function keys)

Event Driven Programming
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 Onkeypress(fun, key = None): Binds the function fun to key-press event of the key if key is given

 Onkeyrelease(fun, key): Binds the function fun to key-release event

Event Driven Programming
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Flying Machine
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import turtle

yincr = -1
y = 200
def change():

global yincr
print("Key pressed")
yincr = 10

def fly():
global y,yincr
y += yincr
t.goto(0,y)
yincr = -1
turtle.ontimer(fly,5)

turtle.setup(500,500)
t = turtle.Turtle()
turtle.register_shape('helecopter.gif')
t.shape('helecopter.gif')
t.penup()
t.goto(0,y)
wn = turtle.Screen()
wn.onkey(change,'Up')
turtle.ontimer(fly,5)
wn.listen()
turtle.done()



import turtle

turtle.setup(500,500)
wn = turtle.Screen()

wn.bgcolor("lightgreen")

tess = turtle.Turtle()
tess.color("purple")
tess.pensize(3)
tess.shape("circle")

def h1(x, y):
wn.title("Got click at coords " + str(x) + "," + str(y))
tess.goto(x, y)

wn.onclick(h1)  # Wire up a click on the window.
turtle.done()



 At this point you should 

− Understand 

 Keyboard events
 Mouse Events

What You Learned



Lab Time


